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About This Game

From Nashville to New York, It's 800 miles of love.

Amanda Etheridge is just an average, closeted lesbian working at an advertising agency in New York... At least until the huge
project she was in charge of collapsed through no fault of her own.

Now the former workaholic has been put on paid leave, but without her work, what is there for her to do? Well, her boss did tell
her to get out, meet people, and expand her horizons...

Guided by the country songs on the radio, she travels to Nashville alone. Reluctantly leaving her old life behind, she arrives in
this colorful, musical city -- and hears the whisper of an angel.

"Hello, Nashville. Would you like to hear a song about love?"
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It's like a very simplified Sims. A life sim with one character, maybe a career sim even. And it can actually be kind of a
challenge due to reasonable difficulty (and difficulty choices). Very entertaining :-)
Perfect for in-between play of something, still you can think in the game. System requirements are very easy to reach, too. So
have fun with it :). Awesome game, and a must-play if you like puzzle platformers (same goes for EG1).. Wow. Just wow.
Shortly, this is one of the most brilliant and tactically challanging tower defence out there. Every tower can be evolved into
many different directions and there are way more tactics to try out than your average TD. Visuals and audio are also just
fantastic. A real gem. 5/5. Fairly standard point and click adventure game, for what it's worth. Doesn't quite capture the feeling
of discovery and accomplishment that comes from putting things together. As it is, Holmes is always one step ahead of the
player--which can still make for a great story, but it doesn't really let you have the experience of playing as the great Sherlock
Holmes. Fun enough, and worth a playthrough, but between taking what ends up feeling like a very passive role in the story and
some quirks of gameplay that end up being rather annoying--particularly in those sections of the game requiring precise
timing--it's all a bit of a let down at the end.. This video features a non-biased quick look @ the game:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k6L05i4gFf8

Dodge Sky Pirates and floating objects whilst collecting loot and power-ups in this charming steam punk runner. Sky to Fly:
Faster Than Wind is a stunningly beautiful steampunk-themed runner about saving a sky-city from cruel pirates. Play on 20+
different levels, upgrade your ship and discover the mysteries of the malicious marauders.

This game lifts the veil on the wonderful world of Sky to Fly, where everything is out of the common run. It swings you to an
alternative reality in which people had to abandon the solid earth buried under debris, for the islands floating high above. In the
next three months we will give you an opportunity to engage in epic sky battles on a variety of airships, and in a year you may
create your own civilization and challenge other members of the world of Sky to Fly. Meanwhile, enjoy 20 different levels in
the Story mode and limitless missions from friends you are going to meet during the game, upgrade your ship and discover the
mysteries of the malicious marauders. - Recommended!. Beyond Eden is basically a gay anime version of Emily Brontë's book
Wuthering Heights, though this game is certainly less boring. 10/10 would be a viscious blackmailing bastard set out to destroy
everything and everyone he knows all for the sake of revenge again.. If you are a lesbian, or really like girls while being a girl,
have a thing for demons, fantasy, magic, and like reading.

You should get this game.

Also there's a bonus unlockable ending that is totally worth it.

My only hope is they fix the 1 bug that people have found. It's not even a game mechanic bug, it's a gallery thing.

But I want that picture...SO BADLY. A strong game. Great HOG with good storyline, fair puzzles and a good length. Big
thumbs up from me!. Brilliant!!!!
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I've very much enjoyed the game for its interesting simulations. Watching religion and wealth shift with the tides of empires is
great and cheering those empires on is really fun. I hope more detail is added to the game as far as things like population and
maybe culture or something like that. As it stands its more detailed than I thought it would be and I hope for future additions
and more stability.

Also I wanted to add here to end me and my friend both would like the history logs to go back further if possible or have a way
to see the whole history of power in some way. Not sure if this is possible but we would really like this if added.. Fast
uninstalling. I had played previous exosyphen games and they were quite enjoyable. That is until they made this pile of garbage
by deciding to implement this punishing killtrace mechanic. Successfully hacked a server? LOL F*** YOU +15% GLOBAL
TRACE! Feel like a boss cause you just transfered $2000 from an atm to your account? ENJOY WASTING ALL THAT
MONEY ON REDUCING YOUR GLOBAL TRACE HAHA LOSER. Seriously wtf were they thinking? It went from being
one of the most enjoyable hacking OPEN ENDED adventure\/mystery games I had played in it's early iterations to a very
frustrating, annoying, and unenjoyable LINEAR puzzle game that is easily forgetable.

This game is not even worth one cent, save your money and buy uplink instead.. Tis Aight, Good time waster *Got in Humble
Monthly ting*. A beautiful, atmospheric and inventive puzzler.. Got this game for 0,62 € on sale and it was worth every cent.
First when I started it, I was flashed by the Intro; beautiful story, ok graphics, beautiful music.
Levels are entertaining, some are quite challenging and some additional rewards motivate to keep playing even after finishing
the main story.
Gameplay is action-packed with cool sounds and flashy visual effects, which makes it pretty fun.
I can recommend it and I think it would be also worth its usual price of 6,99 €.. At first the program didn't work for me, but
after emailing the creator I was assited with fast and friendly sevice. I absoultely love this program! Definetly check it out!. I
feel the same way about this as I do about the Skaven addition: Seems fun for the EMPIRE crew where it belongs but makes no
sense at all for the SoS. A non-hammer-wielding projectile user working together with a group of sigmar fanatics who are
hording mordite to keep it out of the hands of naughty heratics? Lunacy! Better if they had made some new sigmarite who can
chuck throwing hammers or something...
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